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Push-up Tools



Abouts Us
We started operations in 1983, as Pushup Industries, a small-scale unit engaged in the manufacturing of 

carbide dies & trimming dies for cold forge industry. Between the years 1996-97, we introduced thread-

From the start, our corporate values revolved around product development & customer satisfaction & 

driven by these values we expanded to form Push-Up Tool Udyog Pvt. Ltd in 1989.

economizing the tool cost. To keep up with our mission, we provide our customers with quality technical 

& application assistance with high quality dies & most responsive customer service.

To keep pace with ever demanding customers, we have made inputs in the form of state-of-the-art 

machineries, technical people & management information systems. An extensive & sophisticated process 

control system ensures that the quality is built into the product at each step. This eventually leads to a

Our product range includes
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Die block, Inserts, Stamping Punches | Jigs, gauges and fixture | Molding tools



Products

Pins and Punches
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Push Up utilizes latest CAD/CAM software like SOLIDWORKS, NX AND PEPS, and modern 
high precision equipment including a range of WEDM, EDM and 5 axis machining center to 

process Forming, Stamping and Molding tools for various applications.

Segmental Dies Trimming Dies

Carbide Heading Dies



Products

Jigs, Gauges and Fixtures Thread rolling dies

Molding tools

Stamping tools
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Our goal has always been to deliver quality tool within prescribed timelines. To achieve 
that, we have invested in world class equipment and created a clean and most efficient 

plant layout to run 24 hours with cost effective manufacturing process.
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In order to adhere to deliveries, we maintain a large stock of steel and carbide raw material 
in most sizes. 95% of the our orders are met with In stock carbides.



Quality Control

CNC CMM MITUTOYO

QC ROOM

ROGHNESS TESTER (MAHR MAKE)

2D HIEGHT GAUGE (MAHR MAKE)

CONTOUR TRACER (MAHR MAKE)

HIGHLY ACCURATE SMALL HOLE 
MEASUREMENT
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QC ROOM



Head Office And Factory:
Push-up Tools Udyog Pvt Ltd. Plot No 35, Sector 31-b, Phase-1,

HSIIDC, IMT, Rohtak-124001 (Haryana) India

Other Manufacturing Locations:
Push-up Tools Udyog Pvt Ltd. 92, 93, 199, 201 - IDC, Hissar Road,

Rohtak - 124001, Haryana, India


